The exclusionary politics of asylum would seem to be symptomatic of an ambiguous state of affairs. Marked by the logic of selective opposition which, in an alternative form, functions as a logic of differential inclusion, exclusionary politics play a central role in reconstructing a territorial order in the face of its dissolution. Indeed, it is often in the very process of this reconstruction that deterritorialising processes of governance and belonging emerge as internal disruptions of the territorial order. The territorial political community is thus precariously reconstructed through the exclusionary politics of asylum, the latter of which emerges in reactive ideological terms against those 'turbulent' migratory processes that precede and exceed governmental control. Whether such 'turbulences' are conceived of in economic terms (as labour) or in social terms (as mobility), this book suggests that exclusionary politics can be interpreted as a reactionary form of politics that produces scapegoats for 'problems' that are, in a sense, the sovereign state's 'own'.
In telling two stories, this book has moved from the depoliticising tale of the reactive sovereign state to the contending tale of the irregular migrant's political engagements. That the asylum seeker is produced as 'threatening', 'culpable' and 'inexistent' through the operational adaptations of the territorial state does not reduce the asylum-seeker-cum-illegalimmigrant to such a depoliticised status. Rather, s/he can mobilise around his/her ambiguous position in terms that radically open to question the exclusionary depoliticisations that are central to the reactive ideological operations of the state (and its subsidiaries). This, it would seem, is the critical potential that the mobile figure of the irregular migrant holds today, as a distinctly political subject that moves within, between and across states and nations. Yet the story cannot stop here, for its ending still remains unclear. If the exclusionary politics of asylum are to be critically interceded, we need to go even further in order to consider how an 'inclusionary' alternative might be effectively developed. This, the chapter suggests, requires a rethinking and a re-enactment of both asylum and citizenship alike.
Having set ourselves this somewhat challenging task, let us first outline the journey. The first part of this chapter retraces the critical analysis of the exclusionary politics of asylum developed in this book, and shows how a dual-pronged critique of the territorial reconstruction of political community creates the distance required for a critical rethinking of asylum and citizenship. Suggesting that a simple movement beyond the territorial frame of governance and belonging is inadequate to this task, it draws attention to the ambiguous nature of an exclusionary territorial politics that is simultaneously a deterritorialising politics of differential inclusion. In so doing, the analysis highlights three moves that are critical to any effective challenge of the exclusionary politics charted throughout the course of this book, each of which are expressly political. First, it is suggested an effective critique needs to challenge the reactive and ideological (or totalising) impetus of an exclusionary politics that is organised according to the logic of selective opposition. Second, an effective critique needs to challenge the depoliticising managerial operations of an exclusionary politics that is organised according to a rationality of deterrence. Finally, it is suggested that an effective critique needs to challenge the territorial operations of an exclusionary politics that is organised around the state and the nation. In short, it is argued an 'inclusionary' post-territorial alternative needs to effectively challenge an exclusionary territorial politics that is simultaneously reactionary, depoliticising and divisive.
This clears the ground for the second part of the chapter, which considers how asylum and citizenship can be constructively rethought and
